
Haskell Overloadingis DEXPTIME{completeHelmut SeidlFachbereich InformatikUniversit�at des SaarlandesPostfach 151150D{66041 Saarbr�uckenGermanyseidl@cs.uni-sb.deFebr. 2, 1994Keywords: Haskell type classes;emptiness; complexity.1 IntroductionA Haskell class C corresponds to a se-quence f of (names of) functions. Itdenotes the set of all types for whichimplementations of the functions in fhave been provided [2]. The class con-cept was introduced by Wadler andBlott in [9] to provide a clean frame-work for the integration of overloadinginto typed functional languages. Sincethe original type inference system isundecidable [7], some additional (syn-tactical) restrictions had to be imposedto obtain a type system where mostgeneral typings can e�ectively be com-puted. The (probably) most transpar-ent derivation of such an algorithm incontained in [5]. Nipkow and Prehoferconsider a simpli�ed language wherea class consists of all types support-ing just one speci�c function. In orderto deal with types that support sev-eral functions they introduce the no-tion of sorts. A sort S is a set ofclasses fC1; : : : ; Ckg. The meaning of

S is then the intersection of the classesCi 2 S.For type inference, Nipkow and Pre-hofer suggest a three level approach:expressions, types and sorts. Thus(in some suitable context), expressionsmay have types whereas types mayhave sorts. Accordingly, they intro-duce two kinds of judgements. Let� = f�1 : S1; : : : ; �k : Skg denote asort environment , i.e., a �nite map-ping from type variables �i to sortsSi, and E = fx1 : �1; : : : ; xm : �mga type environment , i.e., a �nite map-ping from (expression) variables xj totype schemes �j.The sort judgement :� ` � : Sstates that under assumption �, type� has sort S, i.e., is contained in everyC 2 S.The type judgement or typing :�; E ` e : �states that under the assumptions �and E, e has type � . Nipkow and Pre-hofer present inference rules for bothkinds of judgements. For the case of1



2 SORT INFERENCE 2\coregular" signatures, they derive analgorithm for computing a most gen-eral typing for expressions e which isonly slightly more complicated thanthe corresponding algorithm for ML.They leave it open however, to decidewhether the sort assumptions � : Scontained in � can be met or not, i.e.,whether or not the intersection of theclasses C 2 S contains some (variablefree) type.The same question but stated withina di�erent formalism has recently alsobeen addressed in [8] where Volpanoproves this problem to be NP{hard.Instead, we show:Theorem 1Deciding emptiness of Haskell classesis DEXPTIME{complete.The rest of this note is organizedas follows. Section 2 recalls Haskell'ssort inference system from [5]. Sec-tion 3 considers the connection be-tween deterministic topdown tree au-tomata (DTTAs) and sort inferencewhereas Section 4 shows how linear{space bounded alternating Turing ma-chines can be coded into the intersec-tion of DTTAs. Section 5 concludes.2 Sort InferenceA (Mini) Haskell program consists ofa sequence of class and instance dec-larations followed by the expressionto be evaluated. A class declarationclass C where x : 8� : C: � in-troduces the class name C togetherwith name and type scheme of the sup-ported function x. An instance dec-laration inst t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C wherex = e for a k{ary type constructor tand class C states necessary sort con-ditions Si on possible argument types�i for t(�1; : : : ; �k) to be in class C, and

provides a de�nition e for x. Let us as-sume that for every pair (t; C) thereexists at most one instance declara-tion. Furthermore, let � denote theset of all pairs t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C, oc-curring in instance declarations. � isalso called signature. Valid sort judge-ments (relative to �) are those thatcan be derived by the following set ofaxioms and rules.Axiom: � ` � : ;Rules: (� : S) 2 �� ` � : S (1)� ` � : S � ` � : C� ` � : S [ fCg (2)� ` � : S C 2 S� ` � : C (3)Provided that t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C 2 �,we have:� ` �1 : S1 : : :� ` �k : Sk� ` t(�1; : : : ; �k) : C (4)The given sort inference system hasthe de�ciency that we may repeatedlyapply rules (2) and (3) without de-riving new information. Instead, wetherefore consider the following systemwhich only has rules (1') and (4'):(� : S) 2 � C 2 S� `0 � : C (10)Provided that t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C 2 �,we have:8C1 2 S1 : � `0 �1 : C1....8Ck 2 Sk : � `0 �k : Ck� `0 t(�1; : : : ; �k) : C (40)By induction on the depth of proofsof sort judgements we �nd:Proposition 1 For every sort envi-ronment �, type � and class C,� ` � : C i� � `0 � : C 2



3 TOPDOWN AUTOMATA 33 Topdown AutomataA deterministic topdown tree automa-ton (DTTA for short), is a quadrupleA = (Q;�; �; qI) where Q is a �niteset of states, � is the ranked input al-phabet, � : Q � � ! Q� (where thelength of �(q; t) equals the rank of t)is the partial transition function andqI is the initial state. A q{run of Aon some input term � is a mappingof the nodes of � to Q where the rootof � is mapped to q and if some nodewith label t is mapped to state p thenthe sequence of images of its successornodes are given by �(p; t). A qI{run iscalled accepting . The language L(A)of terms accepted by A consists of allterms with accepting runs.Theorem 2 (1) For every DTTA Aa signature � can be constructedin polynomial time (even logarith-mic space) such that for someclass C, ; ` � : C (w.r.t. �) i�� 2 L(A).(2) For every sequence of DTTAsA0; : : : ; Am a signature � canbe constructed in polynomial time(even logarithmic space) such thatfor some class C, ; ` � : C (w.r.t.�) i� � 2 Tmj=0 L(Aj).(3) For every signature � and class Can DTTA A can be constructed inexponential time such that ; ` � :C (w.r.t. �) i� � 2 L(A).Since for languages de�ned by DT-TAs, emptiness is decidable in poly-nomial time, Part (3) of Theorem 2proves the upper bound in Theorem 1;Part (2) will be used to derive the lowerbound.Proof: For a proof of (1) assume A =(Q;�; �; qI). We view � as a set oftype constructors and Q as a set of

classes. Then � consists of all pairst : (fq1g; : : : ; fqkg)q where �(q; t) =q1 : : : qk. Using Prop. 1, it is easy toverify that ; ` � : qI (w.r.t. �) i�� 2 L(A).Now assume we are given a se-quence A0; : : : ; Am of DTTAs Aj =(Qj;�; �j ; qI;j). W.l.o.g. we may as-sume that the state sets of the Ajare pairwise disjoint, and that the ini-tial states do not occur in the im-ages of the transition functions. Weagain view � as a set of type construc-tors; as the set of classes we now usefCg[Q0[: : :[Qm for one new class C.� consists of the following elements:� t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C 2 � provided�i(qI;i; t) is de�ned for all i, andSj = fpj;i j 0 � i � mg where�i(qI;i; t) = p1;i : : : pk;i;� t : (fq1g; : : : ; fqkg)q 2 � when-ever �i(q; t) = q1 : : : qk for some i.The rules of the �rst item enforce thatevery Aj must have a accepting runon a type � in order to be in class C.Again, we may use Prop. 1 to provethe correctness of the construction.It remains to consider Part (3). As-sume that C and T are the sets ofclasses and type constructors, respec-tively, occurring in �. The intuitionbehind the construction is as follows.During an accepting run of A on � ,the state at every node is supposedto record the minimal sort requirementfor a subterm at this node necessary for� to be a member of class C. Hence, wede�ne A = (Q;T ; �; qI) where Q = 2C ,and qI = fCg. Moreover, �(S; t) is de-�ned only provided � contains some t :(S1; : : : ; Sk)C for every C 2 S; in thiscase it is given by �(S; t) = S01 : : : S0kwhereS0j =[fSj j C 2 S; t : (S1; : : : ; Sk)C 2 �g2



5 CONCLUSION 44 Alternating TuringMachinesThe following theorem completes theproof of the lower bound in Theorem1.Theorem 3 The emptiness problemfor the intersection of a sequence ofDTTAs is DEXPTIME{hard.A corresponding remark (withoutdetailed proof) on the emptiness prob-lem for the intersection of arbitraryregular tree languages is contained in[1]. The only additional observationwe need is that languages de�ned byDTTAs su�ce.Proof: To prove our theorem, weshow: Given an alternating linear{space bounded Turing Machine M ,and an input w for M of lengthn, we can construct in polynomialtime (even in logarithmic space) a se-quence A0; : : : ; An+1 of DTTAs suchthat Tn+1j=0 L(Aj) equals the set of ac-cepting computations of M on w. Itfollows that Tn+1j=0 L(Aj) 6= ; i� M ac-cepts w.W.l.o.g. we may assume that everystorage con�guration of M in an ac-cepting computation is of length n.Also, we assume that in con�gurationswith universal states, M has exactlytwo successor con�gurations, and notransitions are possible in �nal states.Let D = fd1; : : : ; dkg denote the tapealphabet of M , Q = Q0 [Q1 [Q2 theset of states where Q0 is the set of ac-cepting states, Q1 is the set of existen-tial states, and Q2 is the set of univer-sal states; q0 2 Q is the initial state,and � the transition relation.Let � = D [Q [ f#g for some newsymbol # where D and Q are sup-posed to be mutually disjoint. The

only symbols of rank 0 are the accept-ing states; the only symbols of rank 2are the universal states; all remainingsymbols have rank 1.The position immediately to theright of # is meant to be the tapeposition of the read/write head ofM . Thus, a con�guration is codedas a tree v1#v2q, v1#v2qx1 resp.v1#v2q(x1; x2) depending on whetherq is accepting, existential or universal.Let Conf denote the set of all con�gu-rations, and R the set of all (variablefree) trees obtained from Conf by re-peated substitution.Then we de�ne DTTAs Aj as fol-lows:� A0 is supposed to accept the set ofall trees in R which start with theinitial con�guration #wq0(: : :);� For 1 � j � n, Aj checks whethertape position j is copied correctly;� An+1 checks whether the headmoves and state changes happencorrectly.It easily can be seen that all these au-tomata exist and can be constructed inpolynomial time (even using only log-arithmic space). Thus, our result fol-lows. 25 ConclusionSince coreML can be viewed as a sub-set of Haskell, the lower bound provenin [4, 3] also applies to Haskell in stat-ing that deciding whether or not someHaskell program is type{correct is atleast DEXPTIME{hard. Analyzingthe type inference algorithm of Nipkowand Prehofer one observes that DEX-PTIME is also enough to derive mostgeneral typings. The exponent in the
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